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 Levi’s came up with the first
jeans for ladies in 1934. The
brand has continued its
commitment of designing for
women, crafting different
ranges to fit all body types

Research

 Levi’s is one of the top ten*
denim brands among
Australian women
 A typical Australian woman
fits into a size 16**
 Today, more plus-size women
are embracing their bodies

*Burnell, L. (2017, July 31). The Most Popular Jeans Australia. Retrieved from Who What Wear: http://www.whowhatwear.com.au/most-popular-jeans-australia
**You’re not Barbie and I’m not GI Joe, so what is a normal body? (2014, June 2). Retrieved from The Conversation: https://theconversation.com/youre-not-barbie-and-im-not-gi-joe-so-what-is-a-normalbody-14567

Star2.com. (2017, July 22). Ladies, you need to check out these new skinny jeans from Levi’s. Retrieved from Star2.com: http://www.star2.com/style/2017/07/22/ladies-new-skinny-jeans-levis/

 Amplify Levi’s brand visibility
for plus-size women

Communication
objectives

 Drive online engagement
positioning Levi’s as a sizeinclusive brand
 Create an increase of 25% in
social mentions

Business
objective

 Increase sales among plus-size
Australian women by 1% of
the company’s total revenue
(from 17% to 18%) by the end
of 2019

 Style and fashion apply to everyone
 Brands haven’t been focusing on plus-size women and this has led
women to feel ignored

Insights

 Women can’t find clothes in their size which makes them feel selfconscious, unsatisfied with their bodies and depressed
 Women want to feel accepted by brands and the society
 They are expecting brands to create a sense of fashion inclusivity
by making clothes for ‘their section’ in department stores

 Between 25-45 years of age
 Lives in the city/outer city
suburbs

Target
audience

 Career-driven, makes approx.
$140k annually
 Has had body image issues
because of her weight
 Obsessed with fashion trends
on social media

 Plus-size women find it hard to figure out which brand to rely on
to make clothes in their sizes

Overarching
narrative

 Size does not limit Levi’s
 The big idea is to position Levi’s as a size-inclusive brand that
prioritizes the perfect fit for plus sizes (size 16 and above) in its
latest collection
 The Strategy
 To create a marketing plan that builds Levi’s as a consistent brand
and creative platform for plus-size women across all channels

 Australia has over *7.7M Instagram users out of which 56% are
women. This platform is growing popularity with users older than
25.

Idea #1

 An Instagram campaign will help drive awareness about the new
range of Levi’s jeans for plus-size women and create engagement
among users about the Levi’s #FabSizeSelfie contest.

Instagram
#FabSizeSelfie
contest

 Using the hashtag, participants are encouraged to post a selfie
wearing their perfect fit Levi’s jeans.
 This approach will encourage plus-size women to break stigmas
and post their selfies – in turn, attempt to boost their self
confidence.
 3 women who get the most number of ‘likes’ will be announced
the contest winners.

*napoleoncat. (2017, May 17). Instagram user demographics in Australia – May 2017. Retrieved from napoleoncat:
https://napoleoncat.com/blog/en/instagram-users-in-australia/

Tactic & Execution
The Levi’s #FabSizeSelfie contest will
be launched mid January and will run
for 3 weeks
For this time duration, Levi’s will be
super active on their Instagram,
responding to comments
Outcome
Brand visibility on Instagram; Increase
in organic engagement online among
customers

Instagram
contest
#FabSizeSelfie
announcement

Levi’s
Instagram
page mock-up

Idea #2
Interactive
mirrors in
fitting rooms

 Interactive mirrors in fitting rooms makes shopping a complete
immersive experience for plus-size shy customers.
 The touch screen mirror will include features like – changing the
fitting room lighting, requesting a different size, browsing through
other items and interacting with a sale associate through the
mirror.
 This strategic approach saves customers from the embarrassment
of directly asking for a different size. It allows the customer trying
out different pairs of jeans to swap colours or sizes with a couple
of taps on the mirror screen – saving them time and effort.

 Tactic & Execution

 First to be launched in Levi’s flagship stores
in Melbourne and Sydney
 After receiving customer feedback, the
interactive mirrors will be further installed in
stores across 6 major: Brisbane, Perth,
Adelaide, Gold Coast, Newcastle, Canberra
 Outcome
 Media coverage in popular fashion and
digital tech magazines such as Elle, Vogue,
Harper's BAZAAR, The Australian

Idea #3

 This strategic approach involves replacing thin models with plussize women in print ads which would make women less likely to
make negative comparisons about their own bodies.

For every
Aussie,
For every
#FabSize
campaign on
trams

 This positive reinforcement in the form of plus size models will
help above-average weight women feel accepted by the fashion
industry.
 The 3 Instagram contest winners will be the face of Levi’s plus-size
brand throughout their marketing campaign.
 ‘For every Aussie, for every #FabSize’ campaign will be spread
across advertising spaces on trams.
 The key message conveyed through this strategy is that Levi’s
creates jeans for all sizes.

Tactic & Execution

The winners of the
Instagram contest will be
used as Levi’s models
Outcome
Grab the attention of
thousands of commuters in
major Australian cities every
day

Measurement
To measure success, we will use
numerous resources to
benchmark against objectives
and drive strategy.
This campaign will be
measured against: outputs,
outcomes and business results.

Communications
outputs
25% increase in
online brand
mentions

Media and peerpeer dialogue
Benchmark survey
measuring plussize women’s
interest in buy
Levi’s

Business results
Opinion shifts
Levi’s loyalty
measurement

Sales figures
comparison:
before and after
the campaign

Timeline (Jan - June ‘18)
January

February

March

April

May

June

Campaign soft
launch via
Instagram

Instagram
contest
winners
announced

Print ads for the Levi’s
campaign launched on
tram advertising spaces
- showcasing contest
winners

Launch of
interactive mirrors
in Levi’s flagship
stores (Melbourne
and Sydney)

Integrative mirrors
installed in 6 major
cities: Brisbane,
Perth, Adelaide,
Gold Coast,
Newcastle,
Canberra

Levi’s runs cover
stories on the
contest winners and
how finding the right
pair of jeans
changed their lives
in top Australian
fashion magazines

Contest starts
mid January

Instagram contest winners highlighted on Levi’s owned media channels such as website,
social media and, other marketing material

30%

35%

15%

Planning &
Creative

Print ads

Interactive
mirrors

Digital
marketing

Account
management &
Reporting

For creating a
plan and
developing
creatives for the
campaign

Ads across trams
in Melbourne and
Sydney

Installation and
maintenance of
smart mirrors
across Levi’s
stores

Running ads and
contest on social
media especially
Instagram

Collecting data regularly
from activities,
Includes weekly WIPs,
client counsel and other
services

10%

10%

Budget

Campaign Summary
Business Goal

Increase sales among plus-size Australian women by 1% of the company’s total revenue (from 17% to 18%) by the end of 2019

Campaign Priorities

Amplify brand visibility for Levi’s

Encourage content co-creation

Set a trend for plus-size women

Target Audience

25-45 years old women

Size 16+

Fashion lovers

Communications
Objectives
Guiding Principle
Channels
Stretch Tactics

Drive online engagement positioning Levi’s as a size-inclusive
brand

Create an increase of 25% in social mentions

Women can’t find clothes in their size which makes them feel self-conscious, unsatisfied with their bodies and depressed

Instagram

Idea #1

Trams

Brand stores

Idea #2

Owned Media

Influencers

Idea #3

Thank you

